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ABSTRACT
STOKES' THEOREM

By
Rena C. Petrella
Masters of Science in Mathematics
The intent of this thesis is to expose the reader to Stokes' Theorem, as well as
Green's Theorem and the Divergence Theorem, all of which are considered equivalent if
looked at the right way. A brief history of the development of the theorem, followed by
preliminary topics is given in order to entice and prepare the reader for the main topics at
hand. The classical theorems are then demonstrated and proved, and their applications in
physics are explored. The remainder of the thesis then exhibits the modern treatment of
Stokes' Theorem on manifolds using differential forms.

v

Chapter 1
History of the Development of Green's Theorem,
Divergence Theorem, and
Stokes' Theorem

Vector Calculus is generally introduced to a typical student of mathematics in a
third semester calculus course. It is a subject which was developed by mathematicians
and mathematical physicists during the nineteenth century who were driven by the needs
of physical problems which they studied, primarily in electromagnetism. This thesis will
focus on three of the fundamental theorems for vector calculus: Stokes' Theorem, Gauss'
Divergence Theorem, and Green's Theorem, each of which are used to simplify complex
calculations by reducing some n-dimensional integral into an ( n

-

1

)-dimensional

integral. It is for this reason that they are considered analogues of the Fundamental
Theorem of Calculus. All three theorems are actually special cases ofthe following form:

where C is the boundary of A, as first noted by E. Cartan. This is the Generalized Stokes'
Theorem, and can be stated as: The integral of a differential form over the boundary of an
oriented manifold is equal to the integral of its exterior derivative over the oriented
manifold itself [DF].
The purpose of this thesis is to provide the reader with the basic knowledge of
these theorems. In order for this to be achieved, I will initially focus on some
preliminaries which contribute a foundation for understanding each of the theorems. This
will include an overview of vector fields, curves and surfaces, line integrals, surface
integrals, and other topics of interest. Then, I will explore Stokes' Theorem, Divergence
1

Theorem, and Green's Theorem, as well as their proofs for special regions and
applications in Physics. Following this, I will delve into a more abstract form of Stokes'
Theorem specific to manifolds, or the Generalized Stokes' Theorem. The goal of this
exploration will be to provide an upper division mathematics, physics, or engineering
student, with a stronger understanding of our three powerful theorems, while at the same
time the graduate-level mathematics student will find the rigor he/she might seek.
Initially, however, we will begin with a short history of the theorems and their
applications.
While most Calculus texts name our theorems of interest, Stokes' Theorem,
Gauss' Divergence Theorem, and Green's Theorem, it has been determined that neither
Stokes, Gauss, nor Green, respectively, actually founded the theorems. This may not be
surprising since during the time which they were first founded, attributions where not
made with the frequency, or accuracy, which they are today. So, mathematicians freely
used theorems without noting the origin, which ultimately caused our identity dilemma.
Sir George Gabriel Stokes, who occupied the Lucasian chair at Cambridge University,
had been creating the Smith's Prize Exam for many years. In 1 8 54, one ofthe questions
on this exam asked the students to prove Stokes' Theorem as we know it.

It

is because of

this that many ascribed the credit for the theorem to Gabriel Stokes, however, the
theorem had already appeared in a letter to Stokes from Lord Kelvin (William
Thompson) four years earlier [HST]. The first published proof was in an 186 1
monograph ofHermann Hankel, giving no indication of who first discovered the theorem
[HST]. Since this theorem currently is so widely known as "Stokes' Theorem," we will
reluctantly call it this to avoid confusion.
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Gauss' Divergence Theorem is probably attributed to Gauss because he had
published special cases ofthe theorem in 1 8 13, 1 833, and 1 83 9. The theorem was not
actually stated in its general form by Gauss, but rather by a Russian mathematician,
Michael Ostrogradsky in 1828. In fact, three other mathematicians, Simeon Denis
Poisson, Frederic Sarrus, and George Green, had each published similar results,
presumably using the basic ideas of Ostrogradsky's theorem. Interestingly enough, each
of the above mathematicians was drawn to this theorem in different fields: Gauss studied
magnetic attraction, while Ostrogradsky worked in the study of heat, Green in electricity
and magnetism, Poisson in elastic bodies, and Sarrus in floating bodies[HST]. Given
that, it is easy to see that this theorem has potentially limitless number of applications in
physical situations. In each paper where the Divergence Theorem was found, no special
attention was given to the theorem.

It

seems as though it was merely considered a means

by which a problem could be solved. While textbooks do not agree on a common name, I
will call it by its most prevalent, and certainly more accurate name, "The Divergence
Theorem".
Green's Theorem, which is often considered Stokes' Theorem in the plane, is
probably attributed to Green because this two dimensional theorem can be derived using
his version of the Divergence theorem, yet there is no evidence that he actually did this.
Its first known appearance, without proof, was in a note of Augustin Cauchy in 1 846,
who used the theorem to prove "Cauchy's Theorem". In a private journal, he had
promised a proof, but none has been discovered. In 1 85 1, in an inaugural dissertation,
Bernhard Riemann stated and proved the theorem, along with other related versions in
connection to the theory of complex variables[HST].

3

In 1 889, each of the three theorems was connected for the first time under one
general result by the Italian mathematician, Vito Volterra [HST]. The theorem which
achieved this outcome, however, contained notation which needed simplification. In
1899, H. Poincare stated Volterra's generalization more briefly. In the same year, the
mathematician E. Cartan clarifi ed differential forms in a fundamental paper, explaining
the rules by which a differential expression may be evaluated. It wasn't until 1936, at a
course he gave in Paris, that Cartan noted each of the three theorems are special cases of
a differential expression, which is now called the Generalized Stokes' Theorem (form
stated earlier). Surprisingly, this result had not been published for another ten years.
Differential forms in general, and the Generalized Stokes' Theorem specifically, have laid
the foundation for new branches of mathematics, such as differential geometry and
differential topology, and have provided essential tools for studying physics.
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Chapter 2
The Preliminaries

This chapter will briefly describe the fundamental concepts associated with
Stokes ' Theorem and the related theorems as will be discussed in the succeeding
chapters. We will begin the preliminaries with vector fields and move to an overview of
curves and surfaces, line integrals, surface integrals, and other relevant topics.
Vector Fields

A vector field is a function from R" to Rm, for m > 1, which assigns vectors to
points. Consider, for example, the vector-valued function F (x, y) ( -x, y). Figure 2. 1
=

below depicts the vector field F . We cannot draw all the vectors in the field, but drawing
a few will give an intuitive understanding of what is happening in the field.
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Figure 2. 1 (created by Mathematica Version 3.0)
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Notice that F is a function from R 2 to R2. That is, each point in R2 has a vector space R2
associated with it. The vector field assigns to each point in R 2 (or its domain) one of the
vectors from this vector space. Generally, if F is a vector-valued function with a
domain ofRn and a range in R m, then it is a subset ofthe cross product Rn x Rm . For
example, the picture above is a part ofR 2 x R2.
Two very important fields are associated with any given vector field: divergence
-

and curl. Given a vector field F from R3 to R3, where
F (x, y, z) (M(x, y, z), N(x, y, z), P(x, y, z)),
=

and M, N, and P are differentiable, we may find the divergence of F , a scalar field. A
scalar field is a function from Rn to R. The divergence of a vector field measures the rate
at which an entity is absorbed or created near a point[C]. This follows from the
divergence theorem, which will be explained in more detail in chapter 3 . We may also
find the curl of F which is again a vector field. The curl describes a vector field ' s
rotational qualities. For example, curl may be used to describe the direction and
magnitude ofwind circulation inside a tomado[C]. As you will see in chapter 3, this
interpretation follows from Stokes Theorem. More specifically, the definitions are:
dt. v F- = V- F- = aM + aN + aP and
ax

·

-

- - -

curl F

�

V

x

[

ay

-

l

az

-

J

F det �a a
�

ay
N

Example
-

Find the div F and curl F- for F- = (2xy, 3xzy2 , - x3 y).

6

a) div F = 2y + 6xyz
b) curl F = (- x3 - 3xy 2 , 3x 2 y, 3zy 2 - 2x )

7

Line Integrals

In physics, line integrals are important in finding the work done by a point
traveling through a force field. We may also use them to find the mass of a wire along a
curve whose density at each point is given by some function. Line integrals are actually
generalizations of definite integrals. That is, if for the defi n ite integral f f(x)dx , we
rep lace the set [a, b] with a curve C, we obtain a line integral, fc f (x, y)ds .
Let us discover the general definition of this line integral. We begin with a
general definition of a curve as given in [AlTA],
A (CP) curve in Rm is a pair C = (<!>, I), where I is an interval (bounded or
unbounded) and <!> : I � Rm is CP on I. The set <!> (I) will be called the trace of C.
A point

x

E

Rm

is said to lie on the curve C if it belongs to the trace of C.

Note that CP is the notation that indicates that the pth derivatives exist (p may be infinite)
and are continuous.
Suppose f is a continuous function of two variables x and y on a region containing
a smooth curve C; that is, it has a parameterization <!> = (x, y) = (<1>1 (t), <j> 2 (t)) for
t E I = [a, b] , where <J>; and <J>; are continuous and not simultaneously equal to 0 on I.
Partition the interval I as follows:
a = to< h < h < . . .< tn = b
Now the curve C is divided into n parts. If Ti (<1> 1 (t; ), <j> 2 (t; )) represents a point on C
=

corresponding to ti, we denote the portion of the curve corresponding to the subinterval
[ti-l, ti] as Ti-lTi. Let IIPII be the length of the largest sub interval, � ti, of I. Let L1 Si

8

represent the arc length of Ti -l Ti, or the distance between (4>1 (t; ), 4>2 (t; )) and
(4>1 (t i-l), 4>2 (t i-l)), which is defined as follows:

Choose a point (xi, Yi) on the subarc Ti -l Ti. Now, if the limit of the Riemann sum
n

L f (xi, y ) t:\s i exists as J P JJ 0 , then it is the line integral of f over C with respect to
i

i=l

�

arc length. That is,

Now, it can be shown that the line integral exists, when Q>1 and Q> 2 are piecewise
continuously differentiable[CD], and
f f(x, y)ds = f f(x, y)ds
J<I>(I)
Jc

=ib f(Q>1 (t), Q> 2 (t))�[Q> 1 '(t)]2 + [4>2 ' (t)] 2 dt .
a

If 4> were a function from I to Rm, the general form of the line integral becomes
(2. 1)

Example
Evaluate fc xy 2 ds , where C is determined by the
parametric equations x = 2cost, y = 2 sint, and 0 .:::; t .:::; 1t /2
(see figure 2.2 at left).
2

Figure 2.2

We have [ 12 8 cos t sin 2 t ..J4sin 2 t + 4cos 2 t dt =

9

ln/2 1 6
/2
16
2
r 16cost sin t dt = -sin t = .
0

3

3

0

-

3

2

Notice we obtain the same result if we used the parameterization y = .J4- x and
X=X

'

for 0 < X < 2 :
-

-

Now substitute u for 4 - x2, yielding -2xdx for du. Hence,

The previous example illustrates that no matter which parameterization we use,
the integral will yield the same result. This fact is represented by the following theorem
[AlTA]:
Suppose ( <!> , I) is a smooth simple arc in Rm and

't:

J �R

is a C1 function, one-

to-one from J onto I. If 't' (u) -:t:. 0 for all but finitely many u E J, \jl = <!>
g: <!>(I)�

R is

continuous, then
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o

't,

and

Oriented Line Integrals

An

essential integral used in Physics, is the oriented line integral. When (<I>, I)

represents a smooth simple arc,

<1>

induces an orientation on C.

An

orientation of C is a

designation of a direction in which C is traversed[DF]. A curve can be traversed in either
one of two possible directions. At each point on the curve, there exists a tangent line to
the curve. We can think of the tangent line as having two separate "halves" each with its
starting point at the place where the line is tangent to the curve. The orientation is an
arbitrary choice of one ofthese "halves", which gives a direction in which the curve is
traversed[DF]. This is actually just a choice between the two unit tangent vectors that
exist at each point ofthe curve, which point in opposite directions. We may assign a
given direction to be positive or negative, which corresponds with positive orientation or
negative orientation, respectively. Once a direction is chosen as the positive orientation,
if the curve is traversed in the negative direction, the final result of the oriented line
integral would be opposite in sign.
The formal definition of an oriented line integral is:
Let C = (<!>, I) be a smooth arc in Rm, where <I> is one-to-one (or <I> is simple), and
let F : <!>(I) � Rm be continuous. Then the oriented line integral of F along C is

f F . fds J.p(I
f ) F . fds J.p(I)
f F . d<l> Jfr p(<l>(t))· <l>'(t)dt [ AlTA].

Jc

:=

:=

:=

(2.2)

Note that f = <!>'(t) /j <!>'(t)j is the unit tangent vector of C and ds = l <!>'(t)j dt . We may also
write this oriented integral using differential notation. Let F = (F 1 ,F2, . . . ,Fm) and
xi = <l>i (t) . Then dxi. = <!>; (t)dt . So, we may write

11

The end expression is called a 1-form on Rm, where Fi are considered its coefficients.
When each Fi is continuous on E, the 1-form as a whole is continuous. Thus, the oriented
integral of a continuous 1 -form on an arc C = (<!>,I) in Rm, where <!> is one-to-one, is
defined to be

r

J<J>(I )

F-Tds = Jcr F,dx, + . . . + Fmdxm = Jcr f . df ,

for df = (dx"dx 2 , ... ,dxm). We may think ofthis last expression as that which
determines the work done against the force F in moving a particle along the entire arc.

12

Surface Integrals

As discussed earlier, line integrals generalize definite integrals. Analogously,
surface integrals generalize double integrals. We begin with a definition of a Jordan
region. Suppose E c R" is bounded. Then E is said to be a Jordan set if and only if the
volume ofthe boundary ofE is equal to zero. Following [AlTA], we define an m dimensional region to be a set E c Rm such that E = V for some nonempty, open,
connected (i.e. E cannot be separated by any pair of open sets U, W in Rm), Jordan set V
in Rm. This leads us to the definition of a surface. As stated in [AlTA],
A (CP) surface (in R3) is a pair S = (<!>, E ) , where E is a two-dimensional region
and <!> : E � R3 is CP on E. The trace of S is the set Q>(E) . A point (x, y, z) E

R3

is said to lie on (or belong to) S if it belongs to the trace of S.
Now we develop an understanding of a normal vector on a surface. Ifthe surface
is smooth (a term which will be formally defined soon - pictorially a smooth surface
looks exactly as it sounds, without any points or ridges), then there exists a tangent plane
to a point on the surface. Perpendicular to this plane at (x0, y0, z0), there exists a vector
which we call the normal vector: Formally, we define the normal vector as follows:
Suppose S = (<!>,E ) is a CP surface for p 2: 1 and <!> = (<!>�> <j> 2 , Q> 3 ) . If at a point
(xo, Yo, zo) = <!> (uo, vo) there exists a unique tangent plane, where (u0, v0) lies in
the interior ofE, then the normal at (xo, yo, zo) is
NQ> : = <l>u (u0 , v0 ) x<!>v(u0, v0) [AITA].
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Note that <l>u (u 0 , v0 ) is tangent to the curve <!>(u, v0 ) and <l>v (u0 , v0 ) is tangent to the
curve <j>(u 0 , v) . So, by taking the cross product ofthe two vectors, we get a vector that is
normal to the tangent plane at (Xo, yo, Zo), which is thus normal to the surface.
Smooth surfaces (<!>, E ) are those which satisfy the following property:
N <P (uo, vo) i:- 6, for any (uo, vo) in E.
A phrase to be used later is "piecewise smooth" surfaces. This means that S is a union of
some collection of smooth simple surfaces where either the traces of each member of the
collection are disjoint from each other, or the surfaces do not overlap, except maybe at
their boundaries.
Let S = (<!>, E ) be a smooth surface, <!> simple, and let the normal be N <P = <l>u x <l>v.
If f : <!>(E) � R is continuous, then the surface integral of f on S is defined to be
[AlTA]
If S is a CP surface given by z = g(x, y), where (x, y) is contained in E, then this integral
becomes

Jfsf ds = JJEf(x, y, g(x, y))�g / (x, y) + g / (x, y) + 1 d(x, y) .
To see this let u = x and v = y. Then <!>(u, v) = (x, y, g(x, y)) . So,

<l>x

=

(1,0, g x ) and <l>y = (0,1, gy) '

which gives

and hence

14

Example

Evaluate JJ (x 2yz)ds , where S is the portion of the plane
s

2x + 3y + z = 2 above the triangle formed by the y-axis, and the
lines y = 3x and y = 3 (see figure 2.3 at left).
Figure 2.3
We have, z = 2 - 2x - 3y = g(x, y), gx = -2, gy = -3, and f(x, y, g(x, y)) =

I

3

f J(2x 2 y - 2x 3 y - 3x2y2 }Ji4 dy dx
0 3x

.J14

I

J(x2y2 - x 3 y2 - x2y 3 �:x dx

.Jl4

0
I

J(- 1 8x2 - 9x 3 - 9x4 + 36x5 �x
0

/,-;(- 6x 3 - -x94 4 - -x59 5 + 6x 6)1

-v'llf

0

-Ji4!!_

20
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Oriented Surface Integrals

The definition of the oriented surface integral requires the surface to be
"orientable." Recall that a curve can be traversed in only two directions, which is
determined by the tangent line at each point. Analogously, the normal line to any point
on a surface can be traversed in only two directions. For example, on a sphere, the
normal vectors either point away from the center, or toward the center. An orientation of
a surface is a continuous choice of one of these directions at each point of the surface.
Formally,
A smooth surface S= (<!>, E) is said to be orientable ifthe unit normal

n

can be

unambiguously defined at each point on the surface S so that it varies
continuously over S [AlTA].
That is, for two points on S which are "close", their normal vectors point in
approximately the same direction.

It

turns out that a surface S in R3 is orientable if it has

exactly two sides.
An example of a surface which is not orientable is the Mobius strip which
actually has only one side (a model ofthis can be made out of a long strip of paper: twist
the strip once and then tape the ends together). On this surface, it is inevitable that two
"close" points will have oppositely directed normal vectors (i.e. one normal vector will
be positive in value and the other will be negative). This means there is a discontinuous
change in direction of the normal vectors, which is not permitted for an oriented surface.
Thus, the Mobius strip cannot be oriented.
Earlier, we defined the oriented line integral using the unit tangent. Analogously,
we may define the oriented surface integral using the unit normal:

16

Let S = (<!>,E) be a smooth orientable surface with unit normal n , where <I> is
simple, and F : <!>(E) � R3 be continuous. The oriented surface integral of F on S
IS

ffsF' · nds := ff��; fids JJE F(<!>(u, v)) · N�(u, v)d(u, v)
:=

[AlTA],

If S is a surface given by z = :Qx, y), for each (x, y) contained in E, the oriented surface
integral of F on S is

JfsF' fids fJE F(x, y, f(x, y)) · (-fx ,-fy ,1) d(x, y) .
·

=

One might ask what an oriented surface integral represents. Suppose F
represents the velocity of a fluid flow at points of the trace of S (or the boundary of S).
Then, F n denotes the amount of fluid in the direction of the normal component per unit
·

time. Thus the integral of F · n ds gives the flux of F across S, or a measure of the flow
of the fluid across the trace of S in the direction of n per unit time[ AlTA].
We discovered earlier that an oriented line integral may be expressed as the
integral of a 1-form. Similarly, an oriented surface integral may be written as an integral
of a 2-form. Let S = (<I>,E) be a smooth orientable surface and x = <1>1 (u, v) , y = <1> 2 (u, v),

(

J
1
<1>
8
8<1>
2
N � = ,�,'l'u x ,�,'l'v = det
au
au
8<1>1 8<1> 2
1

av

J

= 8(y, z)' 8(z, x) ' 8 (x, y) ·
8(u, v) 8(u, v) 8(u, v)

av
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We define the integral of M(x, y, z)dydz over a surface S is defined to be the same as
integrating M(cj>) o(y, z) over the parameter space E. This holds true for the following
o(u, v)
patrs:
N(x,y,z)dzdx and N (cj>) o(z, x) dudv,
o(u, v)
P(x,y,z)dxdy and P (4>) o(x, y) dudv.
o(u, v)

(2.3)

Thus, if F = (M, N, P), then

JfEF(4>(u, v)) · N�(u, v)d(u, v) = JfsMdydz

+

Ndzdx + Pdxdy = Jfs(M, N, P)· ii ds ,

where Mdydz + Ndzdx + Pdxdy is called a 2-form, which will be described in more detail
in chapter 4.
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Chapter 3
The Classical Theorems and
Applications

The title of this thesis is, "Stokes ' Theorem." One reading it out of context,
however, may become confused when seeing topics also about Green' s Theorem and the
Divergence Theorem. Actually, all three theorems are equivalent if looked at the right
way. They are special cases ofthe following form:

where C is the boundary of A. This form will be explained in more detail in chapter four.
In fact, chapter four will also show that the proofs for all three theorems are the exactly
the same for manifolds with a smooth boundary. Chapter three is dedicated to the
overview of each theorem in its most commonly seen form, along with their proofs for
special regions, which is followed by applications of Stokes ' Theorem and the
Divergence Theorem to Physics. My purpose is to give the reader a fuller sense of the
power that the theorems unleash.
Green's Theorem

As stated in chapter one, George Green is probably not the true founder of what
most mathematicians call Green's theorem. The theorem was first published by Augustin
Cauchy, without a proof, and then later by Bernhard Riemann, with a proof. Regardless,
we will refer to the theorem as "Green ' s theorem" to avoid confusion since unfortunately
it is the most common name used in texts.

19

Theorem 3. 1

(Green' s theorem) Let E be a two dimensional region whose

topological boundary is a piecewise smooth curve oriented positively. If
-

M, N : E � R are C 1 and F = (M, N), then

The theorem requires that as is oriented positively. For a surface in the plane (as
a subset of R3), this means that the boundary carries the induced orientation of the
upward pointing normal vector on the region, which is the vector pointing in the positive
z direction. To see how this convention works, imagine standing on the surface close to
and facing the boundary. The direction from your feet to your head is the direction of the
normal vector (which is the direction of the positive z-axis). Then the induced
orientation on the boundary is the traversal of the boundary from right to left.
The proofuses the Fundamental Theorem of Calculus. To begin, we will prove
the case where the surface E is x - simple and y - simple. The general proof for any two
dimensional region satisfying the stated hypothesis will be covered in chapter four.
Y-

simple regions are those ofthe form, S {(x, y): h(x).:::; y.:::; g(x) and
=

a.:::; x.:::; b }(see figure 3.1 below), x - simple regions are described by R = { (x, y):
r(y).:::; x.:::; t(y) and c.:::; y.:::; d }, for given functions h, g, r, t (see figure 3.2 below).
y=d

X= «YJ

\]x

= �y)

y=c

3.1 y-simple surface

3.2 x-simple surface
20

3.3 Both x-simple
and y-simple
surface

Proof:
LetE be x-simple and y-simple (for a specific example see figure 3.3 above).

( )

(

)

- dx dy
dr 0- . Here ' s why:
Note that T = -,is a unit tangent vector when --:�:dt
ds ds
- dr
We have that T = , where r = (x, y) = (x(t), y(t)) . Also
ds
ds = Jlr '(t)l!dt (see equation 2.1 ). So, using the chain rule, df =
ds

(

)

= dx dt dy dt = dr dt = r (t) . '1 IS. a umt. vector.
dt ds 'dt ds
dt ds
JJr (t) jj
,

Thus, if F (x, y) = (M(x, y), N(x, y)) , then

Our strategy is to evaluate each integral separately, and add them to obtain the
desired result. We begin with

JBE M dx.

SinceE is y-simple, the boundary ofE

has a top y = h(x), and a bottom y = g(x). We are given that the boundary ofE is
oriented positively, which is the counterclockwise direction in this case. Thus,
y h(x) is evaluated from b to a, and y = g(x) is evaluated from a to b. The
=
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vertical curves x = a and x = b have dx = 0, so the vertical sides make no
contribution to JaE M dx . Thus our line integral becomes

JaE M dx = J: M(x, h(x))dx + f. M(x, g(x))dx
= - f [M(x, h(x)) - M(x, g(x)) ] dx .
Now apply the Fundamental Theorem of Calculus to obtain

r

JiJE

aM

h (x)M (x, y) dy dx = - f·r dA .
M dx = -f. Jrg(x
JE 0y
) Y
a

Now E is also x-simple. Thus, using the same argument as above we get,

Putting the two results together, we get the desired conclusion,

It is possible to continue this result to a region that may not be x-simple and ysimple, but can be separated into several regions that are (see figure 3.4 below). The
theorem can be applied to each ofthe regions and then add each result.

3.4 E is not both x
simple and y
simple, but
E1and E2 are.
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The following example will illustrate how Green's theorem in many cases can
turn a difficult line integral into a very simple problem.
Example
Let C be the boundary of a triangle bounded by (0, 0), (5, 4), and (5, 0) (see figure
3.5 below). Calculate
using two methods: a) directly, and b) Green's Theorem.
a) Notice that on C1, y= 0, giving dy 0; on C2 , x 5, giving dx= 0; and
On C y=S4 x , gt..vmg dy= S4 dX.
=

=

3,

(5, 4)

So, Jfc, 3xy2dx 5ydy = 0 ,
+

Jrc2 3xy2dx 5ydy Jor 5ydy 40 ' and
+

=

=

Figure 3.5
So, fc 3xy2dx 5ydy= 0 40 - 340= -300.
+

+

b) Using Green's Theorem,

J',(c 3xy2dx 5ydy= J' JfE (0 - 6xy)dA= Jf5o J�xo 6xydydx
+

=

-

48 f\ 3 dx=
25 Jo

-300
An

interesting application of Green's theorem is in the use of vertices of a simple
polygon P to find the area of P:
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Let Vo(Xo,Yo), VI(XI,YI),..., Vn(Xn,Yn) be the vertices of a simple
polygon P, labeled counterclockwise and with Vo = Vn. Then
x +x 1 (y - y [CWAG].
Area(P) = �
L..
Theorem 3.2

i�l

'

•-

2

i

i-l

)

As an example, observe that the formula gives the correct answer for the polygon with
vertices (2, 0), (2, -2), (6, -2),(6, 0),(10, 4), and (-2, 4). We plot these points on the xyplane to find the area of the surface (see figure 3.6 below).

Figure 3.6
First, the area of the trapezoid sitting on the x-axis is _!_2 (12 + 4)( 4) = 32, and the
rectangle below the x-axis, has area of 8. So the total area of the polygon is 40. Now,
using the formula in (b), we have Area(P)
2 + 2 - 0) + 6-(-2
+ 6 + 2) + 6 + 10 ( 4- 0) + 102 4- 4)
+ 2 - (-2)) + 6-(0
--(
= -(-2
2
2
2
2
2
--

= 40

Proof:
Notice that the equation of the line containing the line segment C1 = VoV1 is
y = y 1 - y 0 ( - x 1 ) + y 1 , for x [x , ] Thus, dy y 1 - y dx . So,
XI- Xo

x

E

0

x1
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•

=

0

XI- Xo

In general, it is clear that for the line segment C = Vi-1 Vi,

r

(
dy = x + x l y; - y i- 1 ) .
2

Y i-l

) - Jfcc l X dy + Jcfc2 X dy + ... + Jfc

J ;X
c

1-

I

So,

� X ; + X i-1 (y ;
L....J -'---�

2

i=l

-

en

-

X dy

- Jfc X dy ,
-

c

fc x dy = fJPldA = Area(P).
So,
x +x 1(
Area(P) = �
L.....
2 Y;- Y;-1 ) .
i=l
I

I-

Two other forms of Green's Theorem can be established using the curl of F , and
the divergence of F . For the first form, consider the region E in the xy-plane to be a
subset of three space.

It

can then be regarded as a surface, that is, F = Mi + N} + Ok.

As previously stated, Green ' s theorem is,

But,
-

- -

1

a
curl F = V' x F = ax
M
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and

- - (aN - aM .
J

curl F k =
·

ax

Oy

Thus, we may write Green' s Theorem as,

which, you will see, is Stokes ' Theorem in the plane.
The second form of Green ' s theorem uses the divergence of F = (M, N) . We

(

)

have that fi is the unit normal vector, defined as fi = dy ,- dx . Ifthe surface E is
ds ds
bounded by C, the vector fi points outward. Now,

using Green ' s theorem to achieve the last expression in parenthesis. Notice this
expression is exactly the divergence of F . So, we may write,

The equation says the flux of F across the boundary C of a surface E is equal to the
double integral of the divergence of F over the surface. This leads us to a discussion on
the Divergence Theorem, which has a remarkable similarity to Green ' s theorem in this
last form.
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The Divergence Theorem

The credit for the discovery of the Divergence Theorem is most commonly given
to Gauss. However, as mentioned in Chapter 1, his contributions seemed to be only
special cases of the actual theorem and it appears that the formal theorem was first stated
and proved by the Russian mathematician, Michael Ostrogradsky.
The Divergence theorem is one extension of Green's theorem in a three
dimensional space. The theorem reads:
Theorem 3.3

(Divergence Theorem) Let S be a three-dimensional region whose

topological boundary as is a piecewise smooth surface oriented positively. If F :
S � R3 is C 1 on S , (and if n denotes the outer unit normal to as ), then

IfF·
as

n

dS = fffs div F dV . [AITA]

We may interpret this as: the flux across the boundary of a surface is equal to the triple
integral of the divergence of F over the volume of the surface. The theorem requires that
the surface is oriented positively. The standard convention is to choose the normal vector
which points away from the surface (as opposed to the normal vector which points
towards the inside of the surface) as the positive orientation. The proof of this theorem
will be for the case of regions that are x-simple, y-simple, and z-simple . That is, S can be
expressed as
S = { (x, y, z) : m(y, z) < x < n(y, z) and (y, z) E B },
S {(x, y, z) : g(x, z) < y < h(x, z) and (x, z) E B} , or
=

S = {(x, y, z): v(x, y) < z < u(x, y) and (x, y) E B},
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for smooth functions m, n, g, h, u, and v. Chapter four will include the proof for compact
manifolds with smooth boundaries, which extends the Divergence Theorem to regions
with smooth boundaries[AITA].
Proof:
Let S be a three dimensional region that is x-simple, y-simple and z-simple. Let
F (M, N, P). Rewrite the surface integral in it's two form,
=

Has F

·

fi dS

=

Has Mdydz

+

Ndzdx + Pdxdy

=Has Mdydz + HasNdzdx + ffas Pdxdy .

The strategy, as it was in the proof of Green ' s Theorem, will be to evaluate the
three integrals separately and then add each result to get the desired conclusion of
the theorem.
Begin with the third of the three integrals. Since S is z simple, there
exists a two dimensional region B

c

R2

and continuous functions u , v : B � R

such that
S {(x, y, z) : v(x, y) < z < u(x, y) and (x, y) E B },
=

which implies that the boundary of S has a top, z u(x, y), and a bottom,
=

z v(x, y) and maybe a cylindrical side. Let the upper surface be denoted by S 1 ,
=

the lower surface be S 2, and the lateral surface be S 3. On S 3, the third component
k of the unit normal is zero since any normal on the vertical side will be parallel
to the xy plane, and will have the form (a, b, 0). Thus, the third component of
F

·

fi

is zero, which gives Pdxdy 0 on S3. Now we may evaluate the integral
=
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over S 1 and S 2. Due to the positive orientation, notice that the unit normal on S 1
points upward and the unit normal on S2 points downward. Thus,

fi Pdxdy = JIa� Pdxdy + JI Pdxdy
= fJB P(x, y, u(x, y))dxdy - Ji P(x, y, v(x, y))dxdy .
�z

�

The minus accounts for the fact that the unit normal on the bottom part of the
boundary of the surface v(x, y) is pointing downward, and therefore this boundary
is traversed in the opposite direction as the traversal ofu(x, y). Applying the
Fundamental Theorem of Calculus, we get

iu(x,y)aP
Pdxdy
=
y, z)dzdxdy = JJIsdV .
aP
fias
fi (x,y) -(x,
az
az
B

Since S is also y-simple we would get

ffas Ndxdz fJfsa;; dV ,
=

and since S is also x-simple we would get

Add the three results to obtain

Example
Compute the flux of the fi e ld F = 6xy 2 t + (2x + 6x 2 y + z)}- (2x 3 + 5xz)k
across the surface R bounded by the circular cylinder x2 + l = 9 and the planes
z = 0 and z = 4.
29

Computing the flux would be rather difficult since we would have to do so on the
top, bottom and lateral surfaces. But using the divergence theorem,

�

rrf;'

+

J:

Sr' �se d9dz r
�
=

1
r8
0 -7tdz

2

=

r(2�3 + 45 cose}edz

1627t

An important lemma will now be introduced, since it will be used three times in
this chapter in examples which display the Divergence Theorem and Stokes' Theorem.
Lem ma 3.4:

Let E be an open Jordan region in R0 and x0 E E . If f : E � R is

integrable on E and continuous at x0, then
lim
HO

1

Vol(B,(x0))

JJ' Jfa,cx.o) fdV f(x0) [AlTA].
=

Proof:
Let c > 0.
Since f is continuous at x0 , there exists 8 > 0 such that if x E B 5 ( x0) c E , then
lf( x) - f(x0)l<c. ( ) Now, f maps B5(x0) to an interval.
*

Here ' s why: B5 (x0) is a ball in R0, and balls are connected. Continuous
functions map connected sets to connected sets. Since the only connected
sets in R are intervals, and f is a function in R, f must map B5 (x0) to an
interval.
By compactness, f achieves its maximum and minimum values.
i.e., f(B5 (x0) )

=

(i _nf f(x), sup f(x))
XEE
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xEE

Let r < () .
Then by the Mean Value Theorem for Multiple Integrals, there is a point
c E B 5(x0) satisfying_XEBs
inf ) f(x)::;; f(c)::;; sup f(x) such that
(xo

f( c) =
So,

1

Vol(Br(x0 ))
_

fiTJ _

B,(x)

xEBs(x0)

1

Vol(B6(x0 ))

fiT�

.Cxo)

fdV .

fdV - f(x0 )=j f(c) - f(x0 )j <E .

A special case of this lemma, in a sense, defines divergence.
3
3
Lem ma 3.5 Suppose V is an open set in R and F: V � R is C1. Then

1

dS
div F(xo ) = limo
BB,(xon)
._. Vol(B.(x0 )) fiF.
for each x0 E V , where n is the outward pointing normal of Br( x0 ) [AlTA].
Proof:
We begin with the right hand side of this equation, applying the
Divergence Theorem,
lim

r-tO

1

1

:F n ds=lim
fiT div :F dV .
Vol(B r(xo )) � ,(xo)
Vol(B r(xo )) fiOB,(xo)
.

HO

Now we may apply Lemma 3.4 to the right hand expression, where f = div F , to
obtain the result.
We may interpret divergence at a point x0 as the limit of the flux of F per unit
volume over a ball of radius r centered at x0 as the radius ofthe ball approaches zero. If
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F represents the velocity of fluid at a point x , then the div F ( x ) can be interpreted as
0

0

the amount of fluid gained or lost per unit volume per unit time at x

0 .

<)
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Stokes' Theorem

Another generalization of Green ' s Theorem is Stokes ' Theorem. As mentioned in
chapter one, it is questionable whether the well-known theorem is actually due to Stokes.
He had asked students to prove it in the Smith's Prize exam several years after it had
appeared in a letter to George Stokes by William Thomson (Lord Kelvin). Stokes'
Theorem applies to surfaces in R3 with curved boundaries.
Just as we discussed how to orient the boundary of a surface in the plane for
Green's Theorem, we must do the same for the boundary of a surface in R3. The induced
orientation of a boundary of a surface in R3 is seen in the following illustration (which is
similar to the illustration for surfaces in R2): Picture a man standing on the surface,
facing the boundary, so that the direction from his feet to his head is the direction of the
chosen normal vector at that spot. Then, the boundary is traversed from right to left.
This traversal is considered to be the positive orientation of the boundary. With this in
mind, Stokes' Theorem reads as follows[AITA]:
Theorem 3.6

normal

n.

(Stokes ' Theorem) Let S be an oriented C2 surface in R3 with unit

If the boundary is a piecewise smooth curve oriented positively and

-

F : S � R3 is C 1 , then

fas F Tds JfscurlF iidS .
·

=

·

Stokes' theorem may be stated as follows: The line integral of the tangential component
of F taken along a closed curve in the positive direction is equal to the surface integral of
the normal component of the curl of F taken over the surface that the curve encloses. If
F is a force field, we may say the work done by F along a closed curve is equal to the
flux of the curl ofF over the surface that the curve bounds. We will prove this theorem
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initially for special surfaces, and, in chapter 4, the Generalized Stokes' Theorem will be
proved for compact manifolds with smooth boundaries, which extends to surfaces with
smooth boundaries.
Proof:
Suppose S is a surface which lies over a two dimensional region R which satisfies
Green ' s theorem for all C 1 functions F = (M, N, P). Begin with the left hand side
of Stokes ' equation and express it as a one-form:

r F. Tds lar s Mdx
=

las

+

Ndy + Pdz .

Suppose that S is defined by the equation z = f(x, y), for each point (x, y) in E,
where f: E � R is C2 and S is oriented with the upward pointing normal defined
by fi =

I �JI'

where N (- f"-f, , I). Now, let the boundary ofE be piecewise
=

smoothly parameterized by (u(t), v(t)), for all t in the interval [a, b], making sure
the orientation is in the counterclockwise direction viewed from the positive zaxis. Then we may parameterize the boundary of S as follows:
<j>(t) = (u(t), v(t),f(u(t), v(t))), t E [a, b] ,
where <!> is also piecewise smooth with positive orientation. Let x = u(t), y v(t),
=

and z = f(u(t), v(t)). Then dx = u'(t)dt , dy = v'(t)dt , and
dz fu (u(t), v(t))u'(t)dt + fv (u(t), v(t))v'(t)dt =
=

az
ax

dx + az dy ,
()y

which is defined to be the total differential. So, the left hand side of Stokes '
equation becomes

f Mdx Ndy Pdz la(oji(E))
f Mdx Ndy Pdz

las

+

+

=
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+

+

�

JllE Mdx + Ndy + P

(: dx + : dy) (see equation 2.2)

Now, we apply Green's theorem to this last expression.

(

a N+P

f·JEr

Ox

:) � M + P : J
0y

_

(x, y) .

Working each term independently, we have

We must apply the chain rule to the right hand expression. Since notation can get
confusing, define ro=N(x, y, z)=N(x, y, f(x, y)) . Then,
8co
ON ax + -ON (Jy + -ON az =ON · 1 + ON 0 + -ON az =ON + -ON az .
= -·
ax ax ax (Jy ax az ax ax
(Jy
az ax ax az ax

Similarly for a=P(x, y, z)=P(x, y, f(x, y)) we get,
aa
aP + -aP az
-=.
ax ax az ax

Thus using the product rule,

So,
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It follows similarly that

So,
(x, y)

=

82z [( ax az ax axOPayaz +OPaz axazay+P axay
J
82z J] d(x y) =
(ayaM+ aMaz ay+ayOP ax +OPaz ay ax +Payax
'
f'f [( aN_ OP az +( aP _ aM ) az +( aN_ aM J]d(x y)
az ayJ ax ax az ay ax ay
' '
and since the normal vector is given by N (-f,, -f,,
(- : , : ,I} this
8z

8z

f'f aN+ aN +
JE
8z

8z 8z

8z

JE

�

I)

�

-

expression becomes

It follows naturally that the same proof holds when the surface S is defined by the
equations x = g(y, z) or y = h(x, z).
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Example
Verify Stokes' Theorem for F = (z,-x,xz) if S is the paraboloid
z= x2 y2 with the circle x2 + l= 4 and z= 4 as its boundary.
+

First we calculate Jrp.
as Tds. Note that the boundary of the paraboloid can be
described parametrically by x= 2cos8 , y= 2sin8 , and z= 4 (hence dz= 0). So,
.
FOTds= zdx - xdy=!271 (-8sm8d8
-4cos2 8d8) =-47t.

i- �

i

0

�

Now we calculate JfscurlF fidS . The curl F is equal to
0

j k
a
a
8y az =(O,z -1,-1).

- -]

- x xz

ffscurJFo fidS = Jfsco ,z -1,-1)(-2x,-2y,1)d(x, y)
=J! (-2y(x2 + y2 ) - 2y -1)dydx
Rxy

=

fo211 f (- 2r sin 8(r2 ) - 2r sin 8 -1}drd8

21t ( 64
16
Jro - S sm8 -) sm8 - 2)d8 = -4n .
0

=

0

The following example illustrates just how powerful Stokes' Theorem is in
simplifying calculations.
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Example
Evaluate JfscuriF fidS where S is represented by the ellipsoid
·

16(z-3)2 + x2 + 9y2 16, where z ::=: 3,
=

n

is the outward pointing normal, and

As one can see, both JfscurlF fidS and faf Tds are difficult to compute. But, by
·

·

Stokes' Theorem, we may use any surface in place of S which has the same
boundary of S. In other words, the theorem also holds for surface S ' represented
by the ellipse x2 + 9l :S 16 in the plane z = 3, since the boundary of S ' is the same
as the boundary for S. Since fi is the outward normal, we have fi = (0, 0, 1 ). So,
we only need to be concerned with the k component of the curl of F . Since
-

1

curlF fi = det
·

a
ax

J
a
ay

-

k
a
az
x + ye x Y
2

2+ 2

· (0,0, 1)
+ COS X

and using the parametrization x = 4 r cos 8 , y = � r sin 8 , and z = 3, for r E [0, 4]
3
and

8

E

[0,2n] , we have

Stokes ' Theorem provides an interpretation of curl. Suppose C is a circle of
radius r with center p. As mentioned earlier in this chapter, Jf Tds represents the
·
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circulation of F around C, and if F represents fluid flow then it measures the tendency
for fluid to rotate around the curve C. Consider when C is very small (and F is
continuous). Then we can say

fc F

·

Tds = JfscurlF iidS curlF(p) . ii(na 2 ) ,
�

·

since this is another special case ofLemma 3 .4. So, roughly speaking, we have that the
normal component of the curl of F at a point p represents the measure of circulation
around C divided by the area of the surface enclosed by C.
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Physics Applications

Stokes' Theorem, Divergence Theorem, and Green's Theorem are widely used
throughout the study of electric and magnetic fields. In fact, the derivation of many
important equations seen in physics like Ampere's law, the Continuity Equation, and
Gauss' law are largely dependent on Stokes' Theorem and the Divergence Theorem. We
will explore these closely in this chapter. Before this, however, it is necessary to give a
basic understanding of some general definitions and principles seen in physics so that the
derivations to follow can be more appreciated.
Electromagnetism is considered the prototype application of vector calculus,
where electric and magnetic quantities are defined as functions of space and time. In order
to obtain a basic comprehension of this powerful subject, we first must grasp the notion of
the electric field intensity, E . If we place a point charge Q1 somewhere in space, an
electric field is produced. We may calculate the intensity of the electric field produced by
Q1

on a test charge Q0 by

where r is the distance from the source point Q 1 to the field point Q0, and the constantE0 ,
used throughout this section, is called the permittivity of free space, which is defined to be
approximately8.85 x 1 0 -1 2 farad/meter. The electric field produces a force on every point
charge present in the field. The force exerted by Q1 on just one of them, say Q0, is
represented by i\ = Q0 E 1 where E 1 is the electric field of charge Qr on Q0. For charge
,

distributions, that is, for fields generated by many point charges, each of the point charges
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produces its own electric field. So, the total force on Qo is the sum of the individual
forces
and we may say that the force per unit charge is the electric field intensity, or
- F
E=.
Qo
In other words, the total electric field is the vector sum of the force fields at Qo due to
each point charge in the distribution.
Often, one is interested in the electric charge density p , measured in
coulombs/meter3, which may be defined as the amount of charge per certain volume. This
is also called the net charge density, for short. As one may suspect, integrating the net
charge density over a certain volume gives the total charge enclosed by the volume. We
will see later that the relationship between the net charge density and the electric field
intensity is given by Gauss' Law. Finally, we need an understanding of current density. A
current I is created by charges in motion.

It

is defined as the net charge flowing through

an area per unit time. The current density j measures the units of positive charge
crossing a unit area per unit time, and the direction the charges are moving defines the
direction of j . The current density is measured in coulombs/m2-sec or amperes/m2 . As
one might think, j and I are related by,

ffsJ

·

fidS = I ,

which says: the flux of the current density over a surface is the current.
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An

interesting application of Stokes' Theorem is seen in finding the total amount of

work done by a force field which moves a test charge Qo from point a to point b. It turns
out that for electric fields, the work done by the force field on a test charge that moves
between two points depends only on the points and not on the path followed[P]. This is
true because electric fields are conservative. We formally define a conservative field as
follows:
Let F = (M, N, P) , where M, N, and P are continuous together with their firstorder partial derivatives in an open simply connected set D. Then F is
conservative iff curl F = 6 . [C]
Note that a simply connected set is (roughly) a connected set with no holes. Does it
follow then that for a closed wire C, the work done, or fc F Tds, is zero? In other words,
·

can we say there is no net current around the wire generated by external charges? Stokes'
Theorem answers this question. One might wonder, in order to use Stokes' Theorem, if
given a curve C, can we always find an orientable surface S with boundary C? The answer
is yes, according to Seifert's Theorem, an important theorem in knot theory[CMJ],
provided C is a simple closed curve. Then,

fc F · Tds = JfscurlF · ndS = Jfso · ndS = O .
The following equation is called the Continuity Equation:
op - +V·J = O
Ot

It is possible to derive the Continuity Equation using the Law of Conservation ofFree
Charge, the Divergence Theorem, and an important lemma.
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Based on all experiments performed to this date, it seems that electric charge is
never created nor destroyed[EFW]. Because of this, if we consider a surface S as the
boundary for a volume V, the rate of change of total charge in the volume V at time t
must be equal to the net free charge passing through the boundary of the Volume during
this same time span. This relationship is expressed by the Law of Conservation of Free
Charge (stated in integral form):
d (t) = - J n dS ,
-Qv
fi - ·
dt
8V

-

where Q is the total charge within a volume V and J is the current density. Now, the
total charge is equal to the volume integral over the charge density p So,
.

:t fffv p dV

=

-

fiv j fi dS
.

Apply the divergence theorem to the right hand side,

:t fffv p dV = -fffv V . j dV .

We may differentiate under the integral sign provided the volume V and ap are
at

bounded. This follows from the "Lebesgue Dominated Convergence Theorem," an
important and well-known theorem in measure theory. Thus,

Jffv ! p dV -Jffv V · j dV
=

Finally, we will show that £ p = -V'
at

·

J.

(3. 1)

To do this we need Lemma 3.4 proved earlier in

this chapter. Now, divide both sides of (3 . 1) by the volume V and take the limit as r---) 0,
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lim
HO

1

1 JJ'f V J(x0 ) dV .
JJ'C
�
(x0)
dV
=
lim
p
Vol (V) Jv
Vol (V) Jv at
HO

·

By Lemma 3 .4,

Thus, a p- = V J The Continuity Equation is the differential form of the Law
-

at

-

-

·

.

of Conservation of Free Charge.
Similarly, we may use the Divergence Theorem on the integral form of Gauss ' s
Law of electrostatics to determine the differential form. The law can be used for the
calculation of an electric field when it is constant over a surface and the situation is highly
symmetric. In fact, it explains the relationship between electric charge and electric field.
The integral form of Gauss' Law is:

ffsE · fi dS = f-0 fffv p(x) dV ,
where E represents the magnitude and direction of the total electric field at each point on
the surface S. Notice that the right hand side of this equation is actually _Q . So, this

co

equation may be interpreted as: the total electric flux through a closed surface is equal to
the total electric charge enclosed in the surface, divided by the constant c 0 [UP]. In order
to obtain the differential form of Gauss' Law we may apply the Divergence Theorem to
the left-hand side ofthe equation. We get

Jffvv E dV = f-0 Jffv p(x) dV .
·
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Divide both sides by the volume, take the limit as r � 0, and apply Lemma 1 to conclude
that the differential form of Gauss' Law is

V E
·

= _..e._ , which is a special case of one of
eo

Maxwell's equations.
While Gauss' law measures electric fields, Ampere's law measures magnetic fields.
In fact, the two laws, in differential form, look remarkably similar. Suppose
there is a wire with an electric current (see figure 3.7 below). A magnetic field is created
by this electric current and the direction is described by the right hand rule (if your right
hand thumb points in the direction of the current I, the direction of the magnetic field is
the direction that the cupped fingers point). Ampere's law is

where B is the magnetic induction, often colloquially called the magnetic field strength,
measured in weber/m2 or telsa[POP], and � 0 is the permeability of free space, a constant
that will be described further at the end of this section. In differential form (as expressed

Figure 3.7

Infinite
wtre

above), Ampere's law is a special case of one ofMaxwell's equations, which have
provided a unified theory for electric and magnetic fields. The fourth Maxwell's Equation
IS,
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- B- J...l.o (-

Y' X

=

1

+

aE ,
E0 at

J

where J in this instance is the current density of free charge.

It

is clear that when E is

constant in time, as it is in our example of a steady current through a wire, Maxwell ' s
fourth equation is indeed the differential form of Ampere's Law. In order to obtain the
integral form of Ampere's Law, we use Stokes' Theorem. First, integrate both sides over a
circular disk S centered on the wire and perpendicular to it,

ffs(v x B)· ndA = J...Lo ffs1 ndA = J...L 0 I .
·

Now apply Stokes Theorem to the left-hand side,

where C is the boundary of the surface S. This is Ampere's Law.
The constant,

.

J...l. o

, called the permeability of free space, is defined to be

4 1t 1 o-7 N I A 2 The book, [EFW], states that permeability of free space may be defined
as follows: "if an infinitely long solenoid carries a current density of 1 . 0 Ampere/Meter2,
·

then the magnetic induction in teslas inside the solenoid is numerically equal to
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J...l. o
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Chapter 4
Modern Treatment:
The Generalized Stokes' Theorem on
Manifolds

This final chapter will expose the reader to the basic outline of the Generalized
Stokes' Theorem(GST), which holds true for compact oriented manifolds (n-dimensional
spaces) with boundaries. Preceding the examination of the GST, a brief discussion of
manifolds, differential forms, integration of differential forms, and other important topics
will be given.
Differential Forms

This section is devoted to introducing differential forms and the algebra we use to
manipulate them. In order to understand the algebra, we shall think of differential forms
as symbols obeying specified rules until a formal definition is made.
An

elementary k-form on R" is an expression of the form

where 1 ::; i 1

<

· · ·

<

ik ::; n (and 0 ::; k ::; n) .

An

arbitrary k-form on R" is a sum of terms

of the form

Where A is a function of (xt, ... ,xn).
As an example, in R3, k-forms for k = 0, , 3 are as follows (notice that these were
. . .

used throughout chapters 2 and 3):
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A 0-form a is a function. That is, a = A, where A is a function.
A 1-form is a = Adx + Bdy + Cdz, where A, B, and C are functions.
A 2-form is a = Adydz + Bdxdz + Cdxdy, where A, B, and C are functions.
A 3-form is a = Adxdydz, where A is a function. [DF]
We have not yet established a true definition of dxi for any i, so we will treat each of
them as symbols for now.
Adding and subtracting differential forms follow the same reasoning as you may
suspect: commutative and associative properties hold. The only restriction is that you
may only add or subtract like forms.
Example 1
Let a = 2x 2 dx + (5x 3 - y 2 )dy - (3x 2 + 3x 2 y 3 e x )dz
and � = 2x 2 dx + (6x 3 + 4y 2 )dy + 4x 2 dz.
Then a + � = 4x2dx + (l lx3 + 3l)dy + ( x 2 - 3x2y3 ex)dz,
and a - � = (- x3 - 5y 2 )dy + ( - 7x 2 - 3x 2 y 3 e x )dz .
Multiplication by functions is also as you would suspect, where the distributive
property holds:
Example 2
Let � be as in Example 1 .
Then 4� = 8x2dx + (24x3 + 16l)dy + 16x2dz.
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1
7 P = 2dx +

(6x + 4:2- dy + 4dz .
J
?

Notice that multiplying a k-form by a function results in another k-form. Procedures
change when multiplying by other forms. We add the following to our set of rules:
dx dx = -dx dx
I

J

J

' '

and if i = j, then this (formally) forces dxidXj = 0.
So, we may rewrite expressions like,
xydydy + ydxdy - dxdz, as
-ydydx + dzdx.
Now, with these rules in mind, we multiply as expected. Notice in this next example that
if a k-form is multiplied by an m-form, then the product is a (k + m)-form.
Example 3
Let a. = xdx + yzdz, and p 2xdxdy + 3 ydzdx + dydz
Then a.p 2x2dxdxdy + 3xydxdzdx + xdxdydz +
=

=

2xyzdzdxdy + 3y2zdzdzdx + yzdzdydz
= 0 - 3xydxdxdz + xdxdydz + 2xyzdzdxdy + 0 - yzdydzdz
= xdxdydz + 2xyzdzdxdy
=

(x + 2xyz)dxdydz.

This last equality came from the fact that
2xyzdzdxdy = -2xyzdxdzdy = -(-2xyzdxdydz).
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It

follows naturally that we may "commute" two k - forms provided that the sign

is changed accordingly. We extend the defi n ition for multiplication of arbitrary forms as
follows:
Definition 4.1

Let a. be a k-form and f3 be an m-form. Then a.f3 = (- l)km f3a.

[DF].
Notice that if a. is a k-form, with k odd, then a. 2 = 0. This is actually just a
special case of the definition above where f3 = a. . Substituting f3 = a. , we have
a. 2 = (-l) k 2 a. 2 . Since k is odd, k2 is odd. So a. 2 = - a. 2 , and hence 2a. 2 = 0, so
a. = 0.
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Exterior Differentiation

The next operation of interest is exterior differentiation. What we call the total
derivative of a function (0-form) A in R3 can also be called its exterior derivative, and is
essentially the one form:
(4. 1)
where the subscripts denote partial derivatives, as before. Notice that if we let A = x,
then dA = l dx + Ody + Odz = dx. So, the exterior derivative ofx is dx.
Now we may define exterior differentiation in general:
Definition 4.2

Let a be a k-form. Then its exterior derivative da is the (k + I)

form obtained from a by applying d to each ofthe functions involved in a as in
equation (4. 1) .
The following example illustrates this definition.
Example 4
Let a = xyzdx + x2ydy + xyz2dz
Then da = d(xyz)dx + d(x2y)dy + d(xyz2)dz
= (yzdx + xzdy + xydz)dx + (2xydx + x2 dy)dy

=

+ (yz2 dx + xz2dy + 2xyzdz)dz
0 + xzdydx + xydzdx + 2xydxdy + 0 + yz2 dxdz + xz2dydz + 0
= (-xz + 2xy)dxdy + (xy - yz2)dzdx + xz2 dydz.

We have discussed in Chapter 2 what it means for a function on a region R to be
cr

or C

00 .

A differential form a is said to be cr on a region R if all of the functions
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involved in a are cr on R, for r = 0, 1 , 2, . . . ,

oo

[DF]. Given this, we have the

following:
If a is a cr (resp. oo ) differential form on R, then d a is a cr - 1 (resp. )
oo

differential form on R [DF].
The following is a very important property of exterior differentiation.
2
Theorem 4.3 Let a be any C k-form. Then d(d a ) = 0.
Proof: It is enough to show this is true when <1> contains only one term. For
simplicity we take <I> to be a k-form on R3 . Also, we will use the notation d? to denote a
strring of some combination of dx, dy, and/or dz, or none of them. So, let a = Ad?.
Then d a =
d(A)d? = (Axdx + Aydy + Azdz)d? = Axdxd? + Aydyd? + Azdzd?.
Thus d(d a ) = d(Axdxd? + Aydyd? + Azdzd?)
= d(Axdxd?) + d(Aydyd?) + d(Azdzd?)
= Axxdxdxd? + Axydydxd? + Axzdzdxd? +
Ayxdxdyd? + Ayydydyd? + Ayzdzdyd? +
Azxdxdzd? + Azydydzd? + Azzdzdzd?
= (Axydydxd? + Ayxdxdyd?) + (Axzdzdxd? + Azxdxdzd?)
+

(Ayzdzdyd? + Azydydzd?)

= (Ayx - Axy)dxdyd? + (Axz - Azx)dzdxd? + (Azy - Ayz)dydzd?
Since A is C2, we may interchange the order of differentiation in the mixed
partials, and still result in the same answer. That is, Aij = Aji, for i, j = x, y, or z.
So, this last expression is equal to 0, and hence d(d a ) = 0.
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What is dx Really?

In the previous sections, we used dx, dy, and dz, and dxi in general, without a real
definition of their meanings. A k-form on R" is a function on

R" x

· · · x R" (k times)

where each factor of R" is regarded as a vector space. In this section we define the action
of n-dimensional k-forms on collections ofk n-dimensional vectors. We will see in the
next section that each point on a manifold (a "generalized surface") has a vector space
associated with it. In order to evaluate a k-form a = Adx; · · ·dx; on the vectors
I

k

v 1 , , v k , we will first evaluate the function A at a particular point on the given manifold
• • •

(which may, for example, be R") . We therefore temporarily substitute A by its value at a
particular point. For this section we assume all coefficients of elementary k-forms
like dx; · dx; are constants.
I

· ·

k

Definition 4.4

The elementary k-form dx;1 · dx;k , where 1 � i 1 < ·
• •

· ·

<

ik � n

(and 0 � k � n) , evaluated on the vectors v 1 , , v , gives the determinant of the
• • •

k x k matrix obtained by selecting the i 1 ,

• • • ,

k

i rows of the matrix whose columns
k

are the vectors v , , v k [VC].
1

An

• • •

arbitrary k-form is a linear combination of elementary k-forms. The value of

an arbitrary k-form on the vectors v

� >

• • •

, v k is then a linear combination of the values of

its component elementary k-forms on v 1 , , v k .
• • •

Example 8 Let a = dxdy and letv 1 (1,2,4), v 2 (5,-1,6) . Then
=
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=

Note that dxdy when applied to the matrix containing v v only affected the
1 ,

2

first two rows (this is true since dx corresponds to the first row, and dy the second row).
If we had applied dxdz to the vectors then only the first and last row would be effected.
The other row is irrelevant. Applying dxdydz to these two vectors would not be legal,
since we ultimately need to "take the determinant of a resulting square matrix, which is not
what we would achieve. Thus, in order to apply a 3-form (or n-form), we need three (n)
vectors. Also, what if we changed the order of the dx and dy in our 2-form? Earlier I
claimed that dxdy = -dydx. So, revisiting the previous example, if we evaluate f3 = dydx
with the matrix formed by v v
1 ,

2

which is the opposite answer of our original example.
Applying a k-form to a set of vectors has a geometric interpretation. The
determinant gives the signed area of the parallelogram that the vectors span. Thus, the 1 form dxi gives the Xi component of the signed length of the vector.

In general [VC],
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{[:: l}

dx

�

det[v, )

�

V; ,

and dxi is a linear functional on R8. It makes sense then for e 1 = (1,0,0), e2 = (0,1,0), and

e3 = (0,0,1), that
dx is defined by dx (e1 ) = 1, dx (eJ = 0, and dx (e3) = 0,
dy is defined by dy (eJ = 0, dy (e2 ) = 1, and dy (e3 ) = 0, and
dz is defined by dz (e1 ) = 0, dz (e2 ) = 0, and dz (e3 ) = 1 .
The 1-form dxj on R8 is defined by,
dx 1 (e1 ) O, . . . , dx i-l (ei_1 ) = 0, dx /e J = 1, dx i+l (e i+l ) = 0, . . . , dx n (en ) = 0 ,
=

where ei is the ith standard unit vector (the vector with 1 in the ith position and 0
everywhere else). Following Definition 4.3 for two forms on R3, it makes sense that
dxdy is defined by dxdy (el ' e2 ) = 1 ' dxdy (e2 ' e3) = 0, dxdy (e3 , el ) = 0.
dydz is defined by dydz (el ' e2 ) = 0, dydz (e2 ' e3) = 1 ' dydz (e3 ' el ) = 0
dzdx is defined by dzdx (el ' e2 ) = 0, dzdx (e2 ' e3) = 0, dzdx (e3 ' el ) = 1
Also, for 3-forms on R3, dxdydz is defined by dxdydz (e1 , e2 , e3) 1 . Note that a k-form
=

in R3 for k > 3 will be zero.
Addition ofk-forms, multiplication ofk-forms by scalars, and multiplication ofk
forms by m-forms, still follow the same rules as in the Differential Forms section, only
now we may evaluate them with arbitrary vectors.
Example 10 Let M be R3 and let a = 2dx - 3dy + 4dz . If
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then
a(v) = 5(2)dx (eJ + 5(-3)dy (eJ + 5(4)dz(eJ + 6(2)dx(eJ + 6(-3)dy (e 2 ) +
6(4)dz (e J + 7(2)dx (eJ + 7(-3)dy (e3 ) + 7(4)dz(eJ =
10 + 0 + 0 + 0 + -18 + 0 + 0 + 0 + 28 = 20.
Now we allow each ofthe vectors v 1 , , vk which a k-form operates on to be
• • •

functions of a point in R0. So, for example we may write
v 1 = M 1 (x 1 , , x 0 )e1 + . . . + M " (xl > . . . , xJen .
• • •

Once again we take the coefficients of the elementary k-forms to be functions (of
x 1 > . . . , xn ). The extension ofDefinition 4.3 is natural. For example, restricting our
attention to R3,
let a = A(x, y, z)dx + B(x, y, z)dy + C(x, y, z)dz and
F(x, y, z) = M(x, y, z)e 1 + N(x, y, z)e 2 + P(x, y, z)e3 . Then
a(F) = A(x, y, z)M(x, y, z) + B(x, y, z)N(x, y, z) + C(x, y, z)P(x, y, z) . (4.2)
Notice that in example 10, the only terms which survived contained either dx( e1 ),
dy( e 2 ), or dz( e3 ). This is consistent with the above claim (4.2).
The rules for k-forms on R0 are completely analogous.
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Manifolds

We will ultimately be integrating differential forms over oriented manifolds . So,
in order to do this, we must first define a manifold as claimed in the previous section.
A manifold is a topological space. The main characteristic of an n-dimensional
manifold is that every point of the manifold has a neighborhood that looks like a piece of
Rn . An example of this is the 2-dimensional manifold, the 2-sphere. A neighborhood of
a point on the sphere can be "bent" to look like a portion of the plane. Formally, we may
define an n-manifold as stated by [DF]:
Definition 4.4

A subset M = M" ofRn is an n-dimensional submanifold with

boundary if it has the following property: Every point x ofM has a neighborhood
of some U; which is the image of an open subset E; ofH" = { (x1 , ,xn):
X n 2: 0 } under a homeomorphism (a continuous function with a continuous
• • •

inverse) <!> .
The collection A= {<!>; : E;

�

U; tr , is called an atlas ofM and the open sets U; are called

the coordinate charts. We call the pair (E;, <!>; ) described above as a coordinate patch
since coordinates have been assigned from Rn by <!>; to the subsets U;. If <!>; is a coo
function and its Jacobian has rank n everywhere, then <!>; is considered to be a
diffeomorphism and then M is a smooth manifold (with boundary)[DF].
Some examples of manifolds and their boundaries include:
a) The ! -manifold [0, 1] has boundary of {0} and { 1 } . The boundary is a 0manifold.
b) A hemisphere, a 2-manifold, has a circle (the equator) for its boundary, a !
manifold.
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c) The solid ball, a 3-manifold, has the 2-sphere as its boundary, which is a 2manifold.
Notice that the boundaries of the above examples are manifolds of one less
degree. If a manifold has a boundary, this is always true: The boundary of a k
dimensional manifold is a (k - I) -dimensional manifold.
In order to integrate k-forms (i.e. differential forms), we need our manifolds to be
closed and bounded. Otherwise, our integrals may not be defi n ed. Thus all manifolds
must be restricted to be compact.
section, is tiling of surfaces.
Definition 4.5

It

An

important idea used in the Integration on Manifolds

is defined as follows[DF]:

Let M be a manifold. A tiling ofM is a decomposition

{Mt, M2, . . . , Mj} such that
a) Each Mi is a compact surface (possibly with comers) contained in M.
b) Each Mi is covered by a single coordinate patch (Ei, <!> ; ), so in
particular, Mi = <!>; (Ei) for som: compact surface Ei in Hk .
c) M M 1 u . . . u M j ; i.e., every point ofM is contained in at least one
=

Mi.
d) lnt(Mi) n Int(Mi)

=

0

for i' * i ; i.e., no point is contained in the interior

of more than one Mi.
The surfaces M1, . . . , Mj mentioned above are called tiles.
An

n-dimensional manifold has an n-dimensional real vector space associated to

each point x. This space TxM is called the tangent space at the point x. Note that if M is
k-dimensional, TxM is k-dimensional. For example, ifM is a curve (!-dimensional
manifold), then the tangent space at each point is a tangent line (which is !-dimensional).
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IfM is a surface (2-dimensional manifold), then the tangent space is a tangent plane
(which is 2-dimensional).
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Push-Forwards and Pull-Backs

In order to extend the idea ofk-forms to manifolds, we need a little more
formalism. The goal of this section is to describe how k-forms on manifolds act on
vectors in the tangent space of a point on the manifold. We will use the coordinate maps
on the manifold to associate vectors in Rn with vectors in the tangent spaces on the
manifold and k-forms on Rn with k-forms on the manifold. This will be accomplished
through "pull backs" and "push forwards."
For the following definitions let (U, <!>) be a coordinate patch for the manifold M.
For example, let E be a subset of the uv-plane and M a 2-manifold (surface) in R3 . Then
<j> : E � M .
<!> tells us how to push forward points from E to M. How can we push forward
tangent vectors? Suppose there is a tangent vector v in R0. Then if we push forward

v

to M, there will be a vector w tangent to M at the starting point <!> (p).
Definition 4.6

Suppose v is a tangent vector at p E E, i.e., v E TP (E) = R "

.

Then the push forward of v is given by w = <j>. (v) = D(<j>(p))v , a tangent vector
to N at <!> (p). HereD<j>(p) is the Jacobian of <!> evaluated at p.
In the opposite direction are pull backs which take k-forms on M backward to k-forms on
E. That is:
Definition 4.7

Let f be a function on M. For any point p ofE, the pull-back

<!> (f) is the function on E such that <!> (f)(p) = f( <!> (p)) [DF].
•

•

So, we have that <!> (f) just means the composition f <!> . More plainly, this is what is
•

o

happening: Since f is defined on M, it isn't legal to evaluate fat p, because p is in E.
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What is legal is to push p forward to M, where f is defined, and evaluate f at <!> (p ). In this
way, we pull f backwards to E.
Analogous to k-forms on R0, one may in a natural way talk about k-forms on the
manifold M c R0. The definitions below explain how the pull back works on other
differential forms (besides functions).
Definition 4.8

Let a. be a 1-form on M. Then for any tangent vector v in R0

(the tangent space for any point in E), the pull back is f (a.) (v) = a. (<J>.(v)) . Thus

f(a. ) is a 1-form on E.
Similar to the explanation of Definition 4. 7, we have two viewpoints. Either we
push forward a tangent vector v to M (which gives <!>. (v)) and then evaluate a. , or pull
back a. to E and evaluate <!> (a.) at v . In general, for k-forms where k 2: 1 we have:
•

Definition 4.9

Let a. be a k-form on M. Then for (v 1 , , vk ) , where each vector
• • •

The following theorem is often phrased, "Pull-back commutes with exterior derivative. "
It will be used in the proof of one of the weaker versions of the Generalized Stokes
Theorem. I will state, but not prove:
Theorem 4 . 1 0

Let <!> : E ---) M be a smooth function and let a. be an k-form on

M. Then d(f(a.)) = f(da.) .
In Chapter 2, I had claimed that integrating dydz over a surface S is equivalent to
integrating o(y, z) dudv over the parameter space E. Similar substitutions were made for
o(u, v)
integrating dzdx and dxdy over S (see expression 2.3). We may understand this in the
context of evaluating k-forms on vectors, along with pull-backs and push-forwards.
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Let w 1 , w 2 be in the tangent space of E c R2 so that w 1 and w 2 are both vectors
in R2 . Let (M, Q>) be a surface in R3 (in Chapter 2, we used "S" instead of "M"). Then
<!> : E ---1- M determines a coordinate patch, in this case all ofM. Also, let
a = Mdydz + Ndzdx + Pdxdy be a 2-form on M, and <!> = Q>(u, v) =
(<!>1 (u, v),Q> 2 (u, v), <j> 3 (u, v)) . Then as above, f is a function from 2-forms on M to 2forms on E. We will show then that

(<!>•(Mdydz + Ndzdx Pdxdz)Xw 1 , w 2 ) =
+

First, recall from Definition 4.9 that f (a)(wl > w 2 ) a(Q>.(wJ,Q>. (w 2 )). But, from
=

Definition 4.6,

where D Q> (p) is the Jacobian matrix of <!> at pE E. More explicitly, writing

Q>. (wi) = D Q> (p) w i =

For example, let w 1 = (1, 0) and w2 = (0, 1). Then a(Q>. (l,O), Q>. (0,1)) =
8<!> 1
au

8<1> 1
av

8<!> 1
au

8<!> 2 + Ndzdx ap 2 ap 2
Mdydz au ' av
au
<!> 3
<!> 3 8<!> 3
88au

av

ap1

au
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av

'

8<!>1
au

8<1> 1
av

8<!> 2 + Pdxdy ap 2 8<!> 2 =
av
au ' av
<!> 3
<!> 3 8<!> 3
88-

av

au

av

-

(M aa(u,(y, v)z) dudv

+

N a(z, x) dudv + P a(x, y) dudv
a(u, v)
a(u, v)

J [(01 J.(OJ],
where
1

x 4> 1 (u, v) , y <f> 2 (u, v), and z <f> 3 (u, v) . Since k-forms are multilinear functions on
vectors, the value of a k-form on all possible selections ofbasis vectors, k at a time,
=

=

=

completely determines the k-form. Calculations similar to the one above show
(q, (Mdydz + Ndzdx + Pdxdz)Xw
•

1 ,

w

2)

=

for any choice of w I = el or e2 and w 2 = el or e2 . It follows that

4> (Mdydz Ndzdx Pdxdz)
M(<f>) a(q, 2 , 4>3 ) dudv N(<f>) a(4>3 ' 4> 1 ) dudv P(<f>) a(q, 1 ' 4> 2 ) dudv .
a(u, v)
a(u, v)
a(u , v)
•

+

+

+

..

=

+
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Orientation on Manifolds

Earlier, we defined orientation of a curve and surface via the most commonly
used method. Roughly, we have:
•

The orientation of a curve is a continuous choice between the two unit tangent
vectors at each point on the line.

•

The orientation of a surface is a continuous choice between the two unit
normal vectors at each point on the surface.

In order to formulate the generalized version of Stokes' Theorem, it will be
necessary to define the orientation of a point. The boundary of a curve typically consists
of two points, the endpoints. In analogy with curves and surfaces, points may be oriented
as "positive" or "negative". At this time, the choice is arbitrary.
To establish a general notion of orientation for n-dimensional manifolds, we start
with n-dimensional vector spaces. These n-dimensional vector spaces are the tangent
spaces of n-dimensional manifolds.
In general, if { v , , v } is an ordered basis of Rn then an orientation induced by
1

n

• • •

this ordered basis is the sign of the determinant, det ( v 1 , , v ) where the vectors
• • •

v

1,

• • •

,v

n

n

are columns of the n x n matrix. All bases with positive determinant have the

same orientation and all bases with negative determinant have the other orientation.
Definition 4. 1 1

The standard basis E {e1 , , en }, where e; is the ith standard
=

• • •

unit vector, has positive determinant and this orientation is the standard
orientation ofR0.
These ideas of orientation of point, curve, and surface stated above seem to have
little to do with each other.

It

is possible to define each of these orientations in terms of
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their tangent spaces. Now, in order to understand how orienting the tangent spaces orient
the manifold, we must discover how to orient vector spaces.
From Definition 4.3, it follows that an n-form acting on n vectors (each n
dimensional) must be a multiple of the determinant of the matrix whose columns are
these vectors.
A choice of a nonzero n-form on an n-dimensional vector space determines an
orientation in the following sense. Ifthe n-form evaluated on an ordered basis is positive,
the basis orients the vector space according to the n-form. We thus have the following
convenient definition.
Definition 4.12 An

orientation of an n-dimensional vector space given by a

nonzero n-form.
Definition 4. 12 simply says that to orient the k-dimensional vector space, choose a
nonzero k-form. A nice explanation of the equivalence of the various notions of
orientation is given in [VC] (beginning on page 529).
This leads us to the definition of orientation of arbitrary-dimensional manifolds:
Definition 4. 13 An

orientation of a k-dimensional manifold M c Rn is an

orientation of the tangent space TxM at every point x E M, so that the orientation
varies continuously with x. Thus an orientation ofthe manifold M is determined
by the choice of a k-form whose coefficients are smooth.
We note that not all k-manifolds can be oriented. There may not exist smooth k-forms on
them. The Mobius strip is a famous example of a nonorientable manifold.
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The orientation of an orientable manifold induces an orientation of its boundary.
To see how this works, picture the hemisphere of a globe with the equator as its boundary
(see figure 4. 1 below) . This is a two dimensional manifold (with boundary).

Recall that the coordinate charts (U, <P) for M are associated with the "half-space" If1 =
{ (x 1 , , xJ E R0 : Xn � 0 }, where q, - 1 (U) is an open set in Hn. If x is a point on the
boundary ofthe manifold M, then q, - 1 x E Rn -t , which is the boundary ofHn . Ifx is a
• • •

point in the interior of the manifold, then q, - 1 (U) is an open set in R0. Also, for tangent
vectors, <j). (the Jacobian of <P ) takes tangent vectors from points in a chart ofHk to
tangent vectors on the manifold.
In order to understand how an orientation of the manifold induces an orientation
on the boundary, we must first define an outward pointing vector.
vector ofHn looks like the following (see figure 4.2 below):

An

outward pointing

Figure 4.2

The outward pointing vectors have a negative nth component. Now, if v is an outward
out

pointing normal on the boundary ofHn, then we define <j). v to be an outward pointing
out

vector on the boundary of the manifold.
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Intuitively, it is clear that the boundary of a manifold is itself a manifold. A well
known theorem in Differential Geometry states that if a manifold is orientable, then its
boundary is also orientable. So, just how does the orientation of the manifold induce an
orientation on the boundary?
Earlier I stated that choosing a nonzero k-form on a k-dimensional manifold
establishes an orientation of the manifold.

It

follows that choosing a (k - I) -form

establishes an orientation on the (k - I) -dimensional manifold
Definition 4.14

OM .

Let v (p) be any outward pointing vector which depends
out

smoothly on p E OM. Let a M be a k-form on M and define

a aM

to be the (k - I) 

form on the boundary ofM satisfying

It can be shown that this orientation induced on the boundary is independent of the choice
of V (p).
out
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Integration on Manifolds

We have already seen how to integrate differential k-forms for k = 1, 2, 3. That
is, the integral of a 1-form over a curve is actually just a line integral, the integral of a 2form over a surface is a flux integral on a surface, and the integral of a 3-form over a
three-dimensional region is a volume integral.
What may not be familiar, is the notion of integration of forms on manifolds.
Integration on manifolds is defined as follows:
Definition 4. 1 5

Let M be an oriented k-dimensional manifold in Rk. Let

a = A(x1 > . . . , xk )dx 1 dx 2 · · · dx k be a k-form defined on M. Then

L a = ±L·-J A(x 1 > . . . , x k )dVk ,
where the sign of the multiple integral is + ifM has the standard orientation or
- ifM has the non-standard orientation, and dVk is the differential element of
volume. [DF].
Integration ofk-forms on k-dimensional manifolds in Rn is defined as follows:
Definition 4. 1 6

Let M be an oriented k-dimensional manifold in R0 and

<1> : E � M be a coordinate chart. Let a be an k-form defined on M. Then
where f (a) is the pull-back of a under <!> [DF].
To illustrate the meaning ofDefinition 4. 16, we employ the example and notation
of expressions 2.3 and equations 4.3. Let S = U = M be the trace of the surface (S, <!>) in
R3 .

Here the surface S is the manifold M given by a single chart U. According to the

definition of a flux integral in Chapter 2 and equation 4.3,
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fu Mdydz Ndzdx Pdxdy
+

+

This is just an alternative expression for fua. = JE 4> ·a.

=

.

The integral of a k-form over an entire manifold (not just a single coordinate

patch U) can be defined by patching integrals of the form fua. together using "partitions
of unity. " But we will not develop that concept further.
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Proof of the Generalized Stokes' Theo rem

In chapter 3, Green's Theorem, Divergence Theorem, and Stokes' Theorem were
proved for special regions. This section is devoted to outlining the proof of a more
general theorem for compact oriented smooth k-manifolds with boundary. This is exactly
the proof of the Generalized Stokes' Theorem (GST). Then a short discussion will follow
of how Green's Theorem, Divergence Theorem, and Stokes' Theorem are all special cases
ofthe GST.
Theorem 4. 1 7

(The Generalized Stokes' Theorem) Let M be a compact oriented
OM

smooth k-manifold with boundary

(possibly empty) and let

OM

be given the

induced orientation from M. Let a be a (k - 1) -form on M. Then

In order to obtain a general proof of the GST, we will build upon weaker versions of the
theorem. We begin with some definitions.
Definition 4. 1 8

A standard k-brick is the region in Rk given by

R = { (xl, . . . ' Xn) I al .:S Xl .:S bl, . . . ' an .:::; Xn .:::; bn for ai, bi E R} '
with the standard orientation ofRk [DF].
A standard 1-brick is a horizontal line segment with length (b 1 - a1 ), a 2-brick is a
rectangle, and a 3-brick is a rectangular box (looks like a brick). A 4-brick cannot be
described visually since 4-bricks are in 4-dimensions.
Lemm a 4.19

The GST is true whenever R is a standard k-brick [DF].

Surprisingly, for k = 1, the GST is exactly the Fundamental Theorem of Calculus.
Let a = A(x) be a function defined on the interval I = [a, b]. Then da = A' (x)dx . Also,
the boundary of I is represented by {b } u { a } , where the minus accounts for the fact that
-
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Following [DF], the left hand side may be written,

(4.4)
where R1 = { (x 2 , , xk � a; ::; x; ::; b; , for i E (2, . k) } Now, by the
• . •

.

. ,

.

Fundamental Theorem of Calculus, we have

Then equation (4.4) becomes

Now we will show that Jg- 1 means the same thing as expression (4.5). Note that
R has the face R1 + given by x1 = b 1 and the face R 1 - given by x 1 = a1. R1 + has the
standard orientation and R has the nonstandard orientation. This is because the
1-

unit vectors which are tangent to R1+ are (e2 , . . . , ek ) (in order), and the outward
normal to R1 + is e1 The induced orientation comes from putting the outward
•

normal first which gives (e1 , e 2 , ek ) , defined as the standard orientation ofRk
(see Definition 4. 14). Thus, we say that the orientation ofR1+ agrees with the
. . •

standard orientation induced by the determinant (which is an n-form). Of course
R has the outward normal of - e 1 , which gives the nonstandard orientation.
1-

It turns out that
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(4.6)
This is true since all the sides ofR are given by Xi ai or Xi bi, which gives
=

dxi 0 for each side. Then, since
=

a

=

contains a dxi for each i > 1, we achieve the

above equality (remember that a does not contain a dx 1 term, so this does not
apply to the sides corresponding to R1 + or R1 - ). On R1 + we have x 1 b 1 , so
=

On R1 - we have X t a1 , so
=

Thus,

and

by Definition 4. 15. Substituting these last two expressions into (4.6) we see that
we obtain exactly J � 1 Jg- 1 , our desired result.

R

=

To prove that

for arbitrary i, we use the same technique, and the proof will not be given.
However, it is important to mention how to determine the orientations ofR'+ and
R; - . I claim that Ri+ (respectively R;- ) has the standard orientation when i is odd
(respectively even), and the nonstandard orientation when i is even (respectively
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odd). Also, when i is odd (respectively even),
opposite) sign as Ai (x 1 , . . . ,xn).

a

;

has the same (respectively

For example, suppose we let R2+ have the standard orientation. Then its
normal vector is e2 , which gives Rk the orientation (e2 , e1 , e3 , . . . , ek ) , which is
the nonstandard orientation because the order of e1 and e2 is reversed. Thus, it is
the nonstandard orientation ofR2 that is induced by the standard orientation of
+

Rk. As another example, let the standard orientation ofR3 + be given the standard
orientation. Then it's normal vector is e3 , which gives Rk the orientation

(e3 , e 1 , e2 , . . . , ek ) . This is the standard orientation ofRk, since it requires an even
number of reversals of vectors (which means the given orientation agrees with the
standard one) to obtain (e1 , e2 , e3, . . . , ek ) . Thus, one can deduce that to go from
the orientation ofRi+ to the standard orientation ofRk requires (i -1) reversals,
which is odd (respectively even) when i is even (respectively odd) [DF].
Lem ma 4.20

The GST is true for an oriented k-manifold which is the image of a

standard brick [DF].
Proof:
We must show that

r da JaM
r

JM

=

a'

when M is an oriented k-manifold with M = <1> (R), for R a standard brick.
By Definition 4. 16, we have
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and

Then we must show that the right hand sides of each of these integrals are
equivalent, i.e.,

Begin with the right hand side. By Lemma 4. 19,

But by Theorem 4. 10, the right hand side becomes

which is exactly what we desired.
Finally, we may use these last two lemmas to prove the following.
Theorem 4.2 1

The GST is true for any compact oriented manifold.

Proof: Tile M by submanifolds M1, . . . , Mm, where each Mi is the image of a
standard brick. That is, Mi cf>i (Ri) (we will not discuss how to show that M may
=

be tiled by submanifolds which are images of bricks, a necessary condition in
order to prove this theorem; this involves cubical singular homology theory,
which is beyond the scope of this thesis and we will assume it is true in order to
give a general outline ofthe proof). Let a be a (k - 1)-form on M. Then

r da JMr da,

JM

=

+

. . .

+

r da .

JM m

Since each Mi is the image of a standard brick, we may use Lemma 4.20. Then
our right hand expression becomes,
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a. .
r a. + · · · + JrilMm
JaM,

Now many of the orientations of the boundaries of Mi are opposite the
orientations of other boundaries of submanifolds in the interior of the manifold
(for example, when two submanifolds share a side, the boundaries of each
submanifol d have opposite orientations at that side) . Thus, the sum of the
integrals ofthe (k - 1 ) -form over each submanifold reduces to only the integral of
the boundary of the entire manifold, which gives,

f� ·

[DF]

We have already seen that a special case ofthe Generalized Stokes' Theorem is
the Fundamental Theorem of Calculus. Now, in the corollaries to follow, we may see
that Green's Theorem, Divergence Theorem, and Stokes' Theorem are also special cases
ofthe GST.
Corollary 4.22

(Green's Theorem) Let E be a two dimensional region whose

topological boundary is a piecewise smooth curve oriented positively. IfM, N : E � R
are C 1 and F (M, N), then
=

Proof:
By Theorem 4.2 1 we have
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Let a be the 1 -form, a = Mdx + Ndy, then the 2-form d<l> corresponds to the curl
F , forF = (M, N, P), where P = 0 :

(

J

aM
da = Mydydx + Nxdxdy = (Nx - M Y )dxdy = aN
ax - 8y dxdy .
Then,

This is exactly,

Corollary 4.23

(Divergence Theorem) Let S be a three-dimensional region whose

topological boundary as is a piecewise smooth surface oriented positively. If
F :s

�

R3

is C 1 on S, (and if ii denotes the outer unit normal to as ), then

Proof:
By Theorem 4.21 we have
r da = r a .
Jas
Js

Let a = Mdydz + Ndzdx + Pdxdy. The 3-form da corresponds to the div (.F) :

-8PJ

(

8M
aN
8y +
+So, da = dxdydz . Thus,
ax
az

JI, Mdydz

+

Ndzdx + Pdxdy

�
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JJ(';;: : :}xdydz .
+

+

This says exactly,

Corollary 4.24

(Stokes' Theorem) Let S be an oriented C2 surface in R3 with unit

normal fi . If the boundary is a piecewise smooth curve oriented positively and

fas F Tds = JfscurlF fidS
·

·

Proof:
By Theorem 4.21 we have

Let a Mdx + Ndy + Pdz . Then the 2-form da corresponds with the curl of F :
=

Thus,

Jasf Mdx + Ndy + Pdz

=

(4.7)
Using definition 4. 16 which says ffsda = fJE <I> (da), and the fact that the integral
•

of f (dzdy) over S is equal to the integral of B(y, z) dudv over the parameter
8(u, v)
space E (analogous substitutions may be made for the integral of
<1> • (dxdz) and <I> • (dxdy) over

S (refer to page 1 8 and 19)) equation 4. 7 becomes,
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aN
8M · ( 8(y,z) , 8(z,x) , 8(x, y) dudv
(( aNJ,( aMaz aP),(
ax ax Oy JJ 8(u, v) 8(u, v) 8(u, v) J

Jk'f 8OyP az
_

=

_

_

We thus have our desired conclusion,
fas F Tds = JLcurlF fidS .
·

·
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